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Abstract

The upcoming upgrade of the LHCb experiment requires huge simulated samples to
design efficient selection strategies for a huge variety of pure and abundant decay
modes. Generating the required variety of physical signals with Full Simulation
seems difficult, while fully simulating backgrounds is probably impossible. We
investigate the application of Neural Networks trained on Full-Simulation samples
to parametrize the detector response in many dimensions. The evaluation of the
trained models will allow to generate Ultra-Fast Simulation samples for a large
variety of physical signals and expected backgrounds. We demonstrate that the
Neural Networks can also be trained on Calibration Samples obtained from Real
Data with statistically subtracted background. This will allow to update the
parametrizations shortly after the begin of the data-taking, improving the efficiency
determination used in the real-time processing and analysis.
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1 Introduction1

The upcoming upgrade of the LHCb experiments sets unprecedented challenges in terms2

of computing and real-time analysis, moving the largest part of the reconstruction and3

selection algorithms to the online data processing within the higher levels of the trigger.4

Designing and operating the trigger lines intended to select large samples of pure signal5

processes requires an accurate modeling of the distributions of the reconstructed variables6

for both signal and background events to accurately design the selection strategy for the7

huge variety of signal processes that constitutes the physics programme of the LHCb8

experiment [1].9

According to the projections on the CPU usage of the offline computing system, the10

pledged resources will be barely sufficient to comply with the needs of the data analyses11

of the single decay modes trying to determine with the highest achievable accuracy the12

reconstruction and selection efficiencies, leaving little of no room for simulations intended13

for the design of the trigger lines [2].14

The LHCb Collaboration is exploring a variety of approaches to reduce the needs15

of resources for detector simulations, known as Fast-Simulation techniques. Notable16

examples are the Rich-less simulation and the ReDecay approach saving an important17

fraction of the CPU-time per event, without significant degradation of the quality of the18

simulation [3].19

Unfortunately, the design of a trigger strategy is extremely greedy in terms of decay20

models to be considered, and since the reconstruction algorithms are also evolving in these21

days, frequent updates of the detector response to a same signal are also expected. On22

the other hand, the accuracy on the selection efficiency is not the top priority, opening to23

approaches known as Ultra-Fast Simulation focussing on the reduction of the computing24

requirements for simulation while accepting a degraded accuracy in the determination25

of the efficiencies. Ultra-Fast Simulation is sometime indicated as parametric simulation26

because it replaces the Monte Carlo simulation of the detector with a parametrization of27

its response, associating some input parameters of particles entering the detector, such as28

angles and momenta, to a distribution of the reconstructed variables obtained from the29

detector. Machine Learning allows today to define these functions in a non-parametric30

way, turning the parametric simulation into Ultra-Fast Simulation.31

In this document we discuss the application of Neural Networks to the parametrization32

of the detector and their integration within the LHCb framework to generate samples33

with Ultra-Fast Simulation while using the same event generators and analysis programs34

as for fully-simulated decay modes.35

We devote the rest of the introduction to describe the current status of the Parametric36

Simulation for LHCb. Then in Section 2 we present the architectures of the neural37

networks used to parametrize the various types of what we call in general a detector38

response. The integration of these neural networks in the LHCb software is discussed in39

3. The chosen architectures and training procedures for the neural networks modelling40

particle identification are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss the degree41

of reliability that one can expect for Ultra-Fast Simulation, by comparing simulated42

samples to 2016 data cleaned of trigger and selection biases through the PID calibration43

procedure [4]. An analysis of the computational resources needed to apply the neural44

networks described in production is presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents a45

short summary and concludes this document.46
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1.1 Ultra-Fast Simulation options in use at LHCb47

Parametric simulation of the LHCb detector is available in two different flavours mirroring48

two different approaches.49

• Stand–alone simulation programs producing ROOT TTree objects representing the50

reconstructed variables for the particles produced in a given decay process. While51

extremely fast and quite accurate, the information that can be obtained via this52

approach is limited, and usually it is used only to study invariant mass distributions.53

Currently, the package RapidSim [5] which is the most widely used to perform these54

simulations is not integrated with neither Pythia [6] nor EvtGen [7].55

• Gaudi–integrated simulation producing DST files replacing the Geant 4 [8] and Brunel56

steps at once. The package chosen to define the parametrizations is Delphes 3 [9],57

which was integrated within Gauss to obtain immediate functionality of the many58

generators interfaced to Gauss, including Pythia and EvtGen, and with the persis-59

tency tools of Gaudi.60

The application of neural networks for the parametrization of the detector response61

is a valid option for both the approaches, but we will focus here on the integration with62

Gauss which is more relevant to the developments for the upgrade.63

2 Architectures used for the neural networks64

When designing a neural network algorithm to draw random examples of a set of variables65

Y as a function of a set X of input variables, as learnt from a reference or training dataset66

of (X, Y ) examples, the options are three:67

• Parameter regression – design a regression algorithm predicting the parameters68

defining the shape of an analytical distribution, and then produce random samples69

from that distribution, usually through the rejection method;70

• Joint distribution sampling – design a non-parametric density-estimation algorithm71

used to model the joint distribution of the reference dataset, and then profile and72

sample such a joint distribution; or73

• Generative models – design an algorithm combining the modelling and drawing74

steps in a single function taking as input the variables X and random numbers from75

well known distributions.76

The parameter regression approach is particularly appealing when the distribution de-77

scribing the Y variables is known by first-principles, as in the case of the modelling of the78

efficiency ε, where the set Y contains a single Bernoulli-distributed variable representing79

the success of a reconstruction or selection process. The neural network can then be80

designed to predict its mean, which is the efficiency of the process, as a function of the81

input variables X.82

Joint-distribution sampling is rarely used to design neural networks because of the83

difficulty of profiling and integrating the model, but interesting results have been obtained84

with density estimation forests [10].85
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Finally, generative models are widely used to enclose the effect of random processes,86

such as experimental uncertainties in repeated measurements, in the simulation of various87

processes. Large part of the research on generative models is related to images, and in88

High Energy Physics to calorimetric energy deposits, that can be immediately mapped89

into images [11]. Applications of GANs to the simulation of the reconstructed variables,90

instead of the low-level quantities, was also successful [12].91

Several declinations of generative models exist, the most important are the Generative92

Adversarial Networks (GANs) and the Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs). VAEs are very93

promising as the training procedure is faster and more stable, however the application of94

constraints to describe the dependence of the simulated variables on the inputs X is still95

subject of research, while it is well consolidated for GANs.96

In this document we focus on parameter regression to model the efficiency and on GANs97

to model those detector responses described by floating points. The other approaches are98

left for future studies and developments.99

2.1 Neural networks modelling the efficiency100

Let L be the Bernoulli cross-entropy defined as101

L = −
∑
i

[
log pi (p̂i(θi)) + (1− pi) log(1− p̂i(θi))

]
(1)

where102

• i runs over the N entries in a dataset;103

• pi is a binary label, 0 or 1 for two different categories composing the dataset;104

• p̂i((θi)) is an estimator of the label pi given a set of input variables θi =105

{θ(1)i , θ
(2)
i , ...θ

(d)
i }.106

Training a neural network to minimize the Bernoulli cross-entropy, p̂i(θi) approximates107

the fraction of entries belonging to the category for which pi = 1 in a neighborhood of θi.108

Hence, if θ is a set of particle kinematic and event multiplicity variables, say the109

momentum p, the pseudorapidity η, and the number of tracks nTracks; and if pi is unity110

for those particles correctly reconstructed, or selected; then p̂i approximates the fraction of111

reconstructed or selected candidates, which is by definition the reconstruction or selection112

efficiency. This simple reasoning can be used to turn a classification task into a parameter113

regression task, where the unique parametrized parameter is the efficiency itself.114

Given the simplicity of the modelled function, a shallow neural network is sufficient115

for most applications. To constrain the probability estimator in the range [0,1], a sigmoid116

activation function should be chosen for the output layer, while a leaky rectified linear117

unity (Leaky ReLU) or hyperbolic tangent are usually chosen as activation function of118

the hidden layer.119

The described architecture is depicted in Figure 1.120

When training on real data, where signal and background need to be separated through121

a statistical procedure involving negative weights, this procedure fails. We have therefore122

transformed the problem into a regression instead of a classification, by training the neural123

network to reproduce the content of n-dimensional histogram, filled according to the sPlot124

technique. The procedure is packaged and released as a python package named effmodel125

package on gitlab.cern.ch.126
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the neural networks used to parametrize the efficiencies,
taking as an example θ ≡ {p, η, nTracks}.

2.2 Neural networks modelling the detector responses127

The detector response is modeled using Generative Adversarial Networks. A first neural128

network named Generator takes as an input a set of variables composed of the constraints129

X and random noise R and produces a set of variables Ŷ (X,R). A reference sample with130

known variables X = Xr and Y = Yr is compared with a sample, subset of the training131

dataset, with X = Xg and Y = Ŷ (Xg, R). The comparison is described using another132

neural network named discriminator or critic that takes as input the variables X and Y and133

outputs an estimator p̂(X, Y ). The discriminator is trained to distinguish the candidates134

belonging to the reference samples from those obtained from the generator; the generator135

itself is simultaneously trained to reduce the ability of the discriminator to distinguish136

the two samples. The optimal configuration of the two neural networks is obtained when137

no modification of the discriminator configuration can improve its performance for a fixed138

configuration of the generator, while no modification of the generator’s configuration can139

reduce the discriminator performance with a fixed configuration. The condition is known140

as Nash equilibrium, and training the system towards this saddle condition is often an141

interesting challenge.142

Figure 2 depicts the adversarial training scheme.143

2.2.1 JensenShannon Generative Adversarial networks144

Different flavours of GANs have been developed, relying on different loss functions or145

different ideas to implement the discriminator.146

The original idea was to use the Bernoulli cross-entropy, as described in Equation147

1. GANs trained using loss-functions derived from the cross-entropy are referred to as148

Jensen-Shannon GANs.149
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the Adversarial training scheme.

2.2.2 Cramér Generative Adversarial Networks150

While mathematically well justified, Jensen-Shannon GANs have been found to perform151

poorly in the tails of the distributions, providing solutions that tend to collapse into a152

single solution given the same input.153

To improve the ability of the GAN to deal with these regions of the parameter space,154

the discriminator has been replaced with a so called critic that estimates a measure155

of distance between real and generated distributions, instead of while JS discriminator156

simply assigns individual class probabilities.157

Wasserstein and Cramér GANs have been found to perform better than Jensen-158

Shannon GANs at least for some dataset of imagess, but examples of success of GANs for159

the modelling of the detector response include Jensen-Shannon GANs, see for example160

Ref. [12].161

From our tests, built on the Particle Identification use case, Jensen-Shannon and162

Cramér Generative Networks perform similarly for small neural networks, but are stable163

and easier to train when the neural networks of generator and discriminator becomes164
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larger.165

2.3 Data preparation166

Neural networks are well known to work better when the data presented at the input are167

all of comparable magnitude and distributed without sharp boundaries.168

A common technique to ensure these properties is to scale the data in a preprocessing169

step to ensure that at least the 1D distributions of all the variables involved in the170

procedure are normal distributions with null average and unity variance.171

To obtain this transform, for each of the variables v in X and Y , we compute the172

cumulative distribution Cv(v). The quantile function Q, mapping a uniform distributed173

variable t into the normally distributed variable Q(t), is then composed with Cv(v). The174

resulting function T (v) ≡ Q(Cv(v)) is applied to the available examples for v, during both175

the training and the evaluation phases.176

Hence, the GANs are trained to generate random data G(T (X) distributed as p(T (Y ) |177

T (X)) which must be back-transformed applying T−1 to compare to the non-normalized178

and physics-meaningful Y variables. A data sample T−1(G(T (X)) will approximate the179

statistical distribution of Y .180

While conceptually independent of the neural network model, it is critical to pack181

both the forward- and the backward-transforms together with the generator model in182

order to define a tensorflow-graph taking as input and providing as output non-normalized183

variables. We implemented the description of this transform as a tensorflow sub-graph as184

documented in Ref. [13].185

2.4 Background subtraction186

In order to train the network on real data, it is important that the background component,187

identified through a fit, can be effectively subtracted. In the case of Generative Adversarial188

Networks, the background subtraction can be achieved applying naively the sWeight189

obtained through the sPlot technique to the loss function. For example, for the Jensen-190

Shannon GANs, the weighted loss function is191

L = −
∑
i

si

[
log pi (p̂i(θi)) + (1− pi) log(1− p̂i(θi))

]
(2)

where the sWeight is represented as si. As long as the generator is not aware of the192

sWeight of the events it is processing, and all the input variables of the generator have no193

correlation with the sWeight or the sPlot discriminating variables (usually reconstructed194

masses), the Nash equilibrium is reached when the distribution learnt by the generator195

equals the distribution of the weighted reference sample, i.e. the background-subtracted196

signal distribution.197

In Figure 3, we report as an example the comparison between the reference dataset,198

its signal component and the prediction of the generator for one of the PID variables199

(Muon-system likelihood as non-muon for tag&probe muons from J/ψ ). It can be seen that200

the generator clearly emulates the signal component despite the abundant background201

contribution in the considered kinematic bin.202
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Figure 3: Example of the effectiveness of the background subtraction technique, illustrated
using a muons from J/ψ in a bin with abundant background. The variable considered is the
likelihood of the non-muon hypothesis as obtained from the muon system. The distribution of
the reference sample used for the training of the neural network is represented as a red thin line,
the distribution of the signal component, as obtained with the sPlot technique is represented as
a thick green line, while the output of the trained generator is represented as a blue markers
with error bars. One can conclude that the background component is ignored during the training
of the generator, which will produce a sample distributed as pure signal.

3 TensorFlow models in the Gaudi framework203

The integration of the trained models in Gaudi relies on the C APIs of TensorFlow binded204

to Gaudi through a high-level C++ interface called GaudiTensorFlow1.205

The neural networks modelling efficiencies and GAN Generators are exported, together206

with the parameters optimized during the training, in SavedModel format. A language-207

neutral, recoverable, hermetic serialization format that enables higher-level systems and208

tools to produce, consume, and transform TensorFlow models. Once exported, the neural209

networks appears in the file-system as a directory. C-APIs provide the libraries to restore210

to memory a neural network from the directory it was exported to.211

The CMake configuration designed to compile GaudiTensorFlow automatically down-212

loads and install in the build location the TensorFlow libraries. The interface provided213

by the C API is minimal, but sufficient to load a trained model from the file system and214

evaluate it.215

Since TensorFlow is designed to run effectively on multiprocessor architectures, by216

default the C APIs take control over the whole available CPUs in the host machine and use217

them to parallelize the loaded computational graph. However, to the purpose of simulating218

particle collision events, it is more effective to exploit the different CPUs to run independent219

instances of the simulation. Indeed, multithreading would parallelize only a fraction of the220

simulation software, wasting part of the computing power. In such a computing model, a221

fraction of the simulation software attempting to take control over more than one CPU is222

1gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Gauss/tree/GaudiTensorFlow/Tools/GaudiTensorFlow
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harmful and highly inefficient. While the TensorFlow multithreading cannot be disabled223

completely, it has been configured to rely on a single thread: this is still a different thread224

from the main Gaudi instance, but while the TensorFlow thread is running, the Gaudi225

thread waits so that only one thread at the time is ”active” for each process.226

Note that this implementation is not optimal because inter-thread communication227

introduces an overhead which can be significant in the case of small neural networks. We228

have quantified this overhead in few milliseconds per event, which is negligible for the229

large neural networks used for the detector response parametrizations. For smaller neural230

networks, we advice to rely on other techniques that allow to compile the computing231

model together with the code, possibly loading the network configuration (but not232

the computational graph) at run time, see for example Ref. [14]. Moving towards the233

upgrade of the LHCb software, it became necessary to design the reconstruction code234

to be multithreaded in order to reduce its memory footprint. In such a new paradigm235

it might be interesting to explore multithreaded solutions also for simulation. While236

GaudiTensorFlow can be configured to profit from multiple threads, the execution of a237

computational graph is not a thread-safe operation. In other words, the evaluation of a238

computational graph launched by a single Gaudi thread can be executed running different239

branches of the computational graph on different TensorFlow threads, but the different240

Gaudi threads are not allowed to evaluate either the same or different computing graphs241

at the same time. Indeed, the thread scheduler of Gaudi would conflict with the thread242

scheduler of TensorFlow resulting into indefinite behaviour.243

A development of TensorFlow to exploit the launching thread to run the computational244

graph is ongoing within the CMS Collaboration. The new scheduler would remove the245

overhead described above and allow to run TensorFlow in a multithreaded environment,246

but at the time of writing it has not reached sufficient maturity to be employed in LHCb247

production code.248

The GaudiTensorFlow package provides a Predictor class that can be instantiated249

from GaudiAlgorithms at initialization, possibly according to the directory defined through250

python configurables. To evaluate the neural network, the input data must be prepared in251

dedicated memory chunks to profit from the vectorization and, if needed, parallelization252

capabilities of TensorFlow. To help organizing the Gaudi data, usually relying on standard253

templated containers, into plain memory chunks, GaudiTensorFlow provides a Tensor254

class, which is also used to convert back the output of the neural networks into Gaudi255

containers.256

The GaudiTensorFlow::Tensors must match input and output nodes of the com-257

putational graph as defined in TensorFlow. GaudiTensorFlow is designed to match258

the GaudiTensorFlow::Tensors to the inputs and outputs of the SavedModel once per259

job. The names of the input and output nodes can also be defined through python260

Configurables.261

3.1 Distribution of the SavedModels262

The trained neural networks must be accessible from the nodes in the LHCb Grid and263

therefore must be released to cvmfs in a dedicated Data Package.264

TODO. Simulation conveners are defining the name convention to store these models265

on cvmfs.266
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3.2 Neural networks simulating Particle Identification267

The Neural Networks for particle identification are integrated in Gaudi through the268

GaudiTensorFlow interface. The kinematic and multiplicity variables used as inputs are269

arranged in a single two-dimensional GaudiTensorFlow :: Tensor, with the first dimen-270

sion representing the particle candidate, the second dimension representing the input271

variable. The output variables are obtained from the neural network as a two-dimensional272

GaudiTensorFlow :: Tensor, with the first index running on the particle candidate, and273

the second on the output variable (e.g. the likelihood hypothesis). The results are274

organised within the LHCb event model and stored together with the simulated event275

in an extended DST format. The results obtained from the trained models can then be276

retrieved with DaVinci or Bender applications, as for reconstructed data.277

The number of tracks is expected to be loaded from the default RecSummary TES278

location. When running in the Fast-Simulation framework, a dedicated Gaudi Algorithm279

runs before the simulation of the particle identification to create and fill reconstruction280

summary.281

At the time of writing, it is not clear how to relate the number of particles generated282

in the simulation, for example from Pythia, to the number of tracks that would be283

reconstructed in a fully reconstructed event. For the testing and validation we draw a284

random number from the distribution of number of reconstructed tracks obtained from285

the decay events K0
S → π+π− as selected for the calibration samples.286

In summary, the fraction of the fast simulation sequence in Gaudi relevant to ParticleId287

enqueues the following algorithms:288

1. DelphesProto – creates and initialize the objects LHCb::ProtoParticle,289

LHCb::RichPID and LHCb::MuonPID, and create the links among the various objects.290

2. DelphesRecoStat – creates the RecSummary objects in the default TES location291

and writes the number of reconstructed tracks drawing it randomly from an input292

histogram.293

3. DelphesParticleId – loads and execute the neural network models used to simulate294

the Rich and Muon system response and load it to the RichPID and MuonPID objects.295

4. ChargedProtoParticleAddRichInfo – loads the information contained in RichPID296

as an additional info in the relevant LHCb::ProtoParticle object.297

5. ChargedProtoParticleAddMuonInfo – loads the information contained in MuonPID298

as an additional info in the relevant LHCb::ProtoParticle object.299

6. ChargedProtoCombineDLLsAlg – combines the additional info loaded in the300

LHCb::ProtoParticle into the combined DLLs, and stores them as additional301

info in the LHCb::ProtoParticle object itself.302

The last three algorithms are developed to run in the reconstruction sequence of LHCb303

and are not modified to run in simulation.304
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3.3 Fast Simulation outside of the Gaudi framework305

TensorFlow is designed to run efficiently large neural networks on large datasets, while to306

employ it within Gaudi the effective size of the dataset is the number of charged tracks307

within a single event. This introduces an important overhead to prepare the data and308

handle the computational graphs which cannot be completely eliminated while relying309

on the event-parallelism design of Gaudi. Breaking the independence between events310

would allow to process all the tracks in a large number of events in a single call to the311

tensorflow API, which could then profit effectively from multithreaded architectures and312

accelerators (such as GPUs). The price of breaking event independence is to renounce313

to Gaudi and move towards something more similar to RapidSim producing directly314

nTuples. We expect a speedup above an order of magnitude for simple generators such as315

ParticleGuns, while complex generators such as Pythia dominate the CPU requirements316

in the Gaudi implementation, making whatever speedup of the neural network evaluation317

irrelevant.318

While we decided to focus on the integration of FastSimulation with Gaudi to provide319

a tool to develop and test the selection framework designed for real data, it is important to320

design, store and organize the GAN models in a way that can be evaluated independently321

of Gauss and Gaudi.322

The most promising approach seems today to describe the generator, including the323

pre- and postprocessing steps, as a Keras Sequential model, which can then be loaded as324

a sub-graph and combined with others to generate larger and larger computing graphs.325

Since Keras models cannot be loaded directly with C APIs, which expect the SavedModel326

format instead, this may mean that the same trained generator has to be stored to disk327

more than once.328

The development of a Fast Simulation framework relying on GANs but not on Gauss329

and Gaudi should be considered as a future development setting specifications on the330

current GAN models to ensure forward compatibility.331

4 Neural networks modelling Particle Identification332

As discussed above, the integration of the neural network models within the simulation333

framework is independent on the internal architecture which can be optimized to achieve334

optimal agreement between data and simulation. In this Section we discuss the choices335

made to model the various detector responses and the training procedure.336

4.1 Rich Likelihoods337

The response of the Rich system is encoded as five likelihood ratios (Electrons, Muon,338

Kaon, Proton and below-threshold vs. Pion).339

Both generator and discriminator are constructed with sets of fully connected layers of340

128 neurons in each of the 10 hidden layers, with rectified linear unity (ReLU) activation341

functions. The latent space size or the generator, i.e. the number of input noise neurons,342

is 64. Gaussian noise is used as the input for the generator.343

Cramr metric is used for training with a to non-unit output space size for the discrimi-344

nator, which in our case is 256. The output layers of both generator and discriminator do345

not use activation functions.346
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Figure 4: Difference between the AUC of the simulated and real rich-only likelihoods when used
as single-variable discriminants between kaons and pions (left), muons and pions (middle), and
protons and pions (right).

To stabilize the training process further, input and output data features are converted347

using Gaussian quantile transformer as described in Section 2.3.348

The training procedure is performed using a GPU (Tesla K80) taking roughly one349

day. The training procedure is validated studying the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC)350

of the likelihood ratios considered as discriminating variables between two families of351

particles (for example pions vs. kaons). The AUC obtained from the generator and from352

real data are compared, if the training is successful, they are expected to be equal within353

statistical uncertainties, which can be assessed with bootstrap.354

The comparison of the AUC is monitored in bins of p and η and shown in Figure355

4. The training is clearly more difficult in poorly populated regions, but in general the356

agreement is considered acceptable.357

4.2 Efficiency of the isMuon criterion358

The efficiency of the isMuon criterion is modeled as a function of momentum, pseudo-359

rapidity and number of tracks with a simple neural network with a single layer with 10360

nodes and hyperbolic tangent activation function. The effmodel package is configured to361

create a binned dataset mixing different binning schemes. The binned datasets are used362

to compute the efficiency as a function of the input variables in bins of different (hyper-)363

volumes. Bins with less than five candidates are ignored.364

The training dataset is therefore composed of four columns: three for the bin-central2365

values of p, η and nTracks, and one for the efficiency of the isMuon criterion within the366

whole bin. The neural network is trained on the binned dataset as a simple regression367

problem, minimizing the χ2 between the neural network prediction and the observed368

efficiencies.369

The training is validated comparing the predicted efficiency with the ratio of the370

weighted histogram of selected candidates candidates over the weighted histogram of all371

candidates.372

2This is known to be suboptimal, one should use the mean within the bin rather than the bin center,
but that was too slow for testing.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the efficiency of the isMuon obtained as a ratio of two sWeighted
histograms from the calibration samples, and the efficiency predicted from the trained neural
network. A random kinematic bin is chosen for the muon (left) and pion (right) samples.

4.3 Muon Likelihoods373

The muon system likelihood is computed, for those track candidates satisfying the isMuon374

criterion, via a sort of χ2 of the extrapolation of the track with the hits in the four375

stations of the muon system downstream of the calorimeter. The distributions of this376

variable for the muon and the non-muon hypotheses can be obtained from real data using377

a tag-and-probe J/ψ selection to select a pure sample of muons and using protons from378

Λ → pπ− as proxy of non muons. Protons are chosen because, in contrast to pion and379

kaon, they do not decay to final states including muons. The distributions are used to380

compute the likelihood of a track under the signal and background (non-muon) hypotheses,381

indicated as logLMUON
µ and logLMUON

nonµ , respectively [15].382

The two likelihoods are modeled using a Jensen–Shannon GAN composed of both a383

generator and a discriminator modeled with two hidden layers with 512 neurons each and384

hyperbolic tangent activation function.385

The same preprocessing as for RichGAN relying on a quantile transform is applied.386

The noise is composed of six additional features of which three are randomized uniformly387

between zero and one and the other follow normal distributions with null average and388

unity standard deviation.389

A small L2 regularization term is added to the loss function and dropout with 50%390

probability is applied to the last layer of the comparator to suppress its overtraining on a391

single minibatch which results into training instabilities.392

The training of the network obtained with a CPU cluster requires ten hours to go393

through the 105 epochs scheduled.394

The success of the training is evaluated comparing the univariate distributions of the395

two likelihoods in several kinematic bins.396

5 Validation using Run2 calibration samples397

In order to validate the assumptions underlying the parametric simulation of Particle398

Identification, the training strategy of the Neural Network and its integration in the Gaudi399

framework, we compare real data and Ultra-Fast Simulation for a set of calibration modes400

selected for the measurement of Particle Identification efficiency as part of the TurboCalib401
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stream, but not necessarily used in the training of the Neural Networks.402

In particular, for training we use:403

• D∗+ → D0π+ with D0 → K−π+ to identify a pure sample of pions and kaons;404

• Λ0 → pK− to identify a pure sample of protons;405

• K0
S → π+π− decays to identify a pure sample of pions (only for Rich GANs);406

• D+
s → φ(1020)π+ with φ(1020)→ K+K− to identify kaons (only for Rich GANs);407

whereas for validation we employ:408

• K0
S → π+π− decays for pions;409

• D+
s → φ(1020)π+ with φ(1020)→ K+K− for pions;410

• Λ0
b → Λ+

c µ
−ν̄ with Λ+

c → pK−π+, for protons.411

Both training and validation are performed using data collected in 2016, but a single412

magnet polarity is currently used for the validation.413

For the Muon GAN, the particles produced in the decays used for training and for414

validation span different regions of the phase space, are affected from different backgrounds415

and are at least statistically independent. Demonstrating that we can simulate properly a416

different decay from the one used for training is therefore a powerful and complete closure417

test.418

The simulated samples used for validation are obtained using a ParticleGun as generator,419

employing LbDelphes to simulate the effect of tracking and the GAN generators described420

above for the particle identification. The resulting simulated dataset is converted into421

nTuples using Bender to validate that the necessary information is stored where the422

analysis software packages expect to find it.423

5.1 Validation of the Rich simulation424

Since the development of the tracking components in Delphes is not yet complete, we425

prefer not to rely on the distributions obtained for the kinematic variables. Following a426

common strategy in the comparison of simulated and real data, we reweigh the kinematic427

variables of the simulated data sample to match the real datasets. The two-dimensional428

reweighing is obtained using a boosted decision tree as implemented and described in the429

hep ml package [16].430

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the Rich performance focussing on pions, comparing the431

detector response in data and obtained from ultra-fast simulation; Figures 9, 10, and 11432

focus on kaons; while Figures 12, 13, and 14 focus on protons.433
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Figure 6: Distributions of the variables (from left to right) p, η and nTracks for the pions from
K0
S → π+π− used for the validation of the fast simulation. Data from the calibration samples,

weighted with the sPlot technique to subtract the background, are represented as black markers
with error bars, the cyan shaded area represent the fast-simulated sample weighted to match the
data.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the selection efficiency and misidentification probabilities of a criterion
trying to separate pions from kaons.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the selection efficiency and misidentification probabilities of a criterion
trying to separate pions from protons.
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Figure 9: Distributions of the variables (from left to right) p, η and nTracks for the kaons from
D+
s → φ(1020)π+ with φ(1020)→ K+K− used for the validation of the fast simulation. Data

from the calibration samples, weighted with the sPlot technique to subtract the background, are
represented as black markers with error bars, the cyan shaded area represent the fast-simulated
sample weighted to match the data.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the selection efficiency and misidentification probabilities of a criterion
trying to separate kaons from pions.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the selection efficiency and misidentification probabilities of a criterion
trying to separate kaons from protons.
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Figure 12: Distributions of the variables (from left to right) p, η and nTracks for the protons
from Λ0

b → Λ+
c µ

−ν̄ with Λ+
c → pK−π+ used for the validation of the fast simulation. Data

from the calibration samples, weighted with the sPlot technique to subtract the background, are
represented as black markers with error bars, the cyan shaded area represent the fast-simulated
sample weighted to match the data.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the selection efficiency and misidentification probabilities of a criterion
trying to separate protons from pions.
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Figure 14: Comparison of the selection efficiency and misidentification probabilities of a criterion
trying to separate protons from pions.
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Figure 15: Efficiency of the isMuon criterion as obtained from the calibration samples and
from fast simulation. The three rows show dependence on the kaon momentum (top), the
kaon pseudorapidity (middle), and the number of tracks in the event (bottom), while the three
columns compare the isMuon efficiency of muons to pions (left), kaons (middle) and protons
(right).

5.2 Validation of the Muon simulation434

Validation of the muon system simulation requires to validate the parametrization of the435

isMuon condition and of the likelihoods of the muon and non-muon hypotheses.436

Figure 15 depicts the isMuon efficiency of muons compared to the efficiency of same437

criterion on pions, kaons and protons. It can be seen that the Fast Simulation properly438

reproduce the kinematic dependence of the muon efficiency up to 100 GeV/c and is not439

terribly wrong above. The decay in flight of pions and kaons, representing the major440

source of hadron-muon misidentification is also well reproduced, as visible from the441

decreasing exponential behaviour of the misidentification probability at low momentum.442

The simulation is over-optimistic when predicting the selection efficiency of muons with443

η > 4.5. This is possibly due to a boundary effects or to limited statistics used for training444

and an improvement of the agreement in this region will be subject of future work.445

Figure 16 presents similar plots but for a criterion relying on the muon-system446

likelihoods, for those events passing the isMuon criterion. Note that because of the447

good effectiveness of the isMuon requirement rejecting pions and kaons, even if the fast-448

simulated samples are relatively large, they statistical uncertainty inflate, making this449

test not as conclusive as those above.450
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Figure 16: Efficiency of the criterion logLMUON
µ −logLMUON

nonµ > 1 as obtained from the calibration
samples and from fast simulation. The three rows show dependence on the kaon momentum
(top), the kaon pseudorapidity (middle), and the number of tracks in the event (bottom), while
the three columns compare the efficiency of muons to pions (left), kaons (middle) and protons
(right).
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Figure 17: Efficiency of criteria based on the combined differential log-likelihoods as obtained
from the calibration samples and from fast simulation. The three rows show dependence on
the probe momentum (top), the probe pseudorapidity (middle), and the number of tracks in
the event (bottom), while the three columns compare the efficiency of muons to pions with the
criterion PIDµ > 1 (left), muons to kaons with the criterion PIDµ − PIDK > 1 (middle) and
muons to protons with the criterion PIDµ− PIDp > 1 (right).

5.3 Validation of the global Particle Id451

The likelihood obtained from the Rich and the Muon system in simulation are combined into452

the Combined Likelihoods and compared with the combination of the Rich, Calorimeter453

and Muon systems in real data. Since the contribution of the calorimeter to the hadron454

and muon identification is modest, we expect good agreement between the simulated and455

the real data combined DLL. Figure 17 depicts once more the probability of identification456

of muons as muons together with the probability of misidentification of hadron as muons457

as a function of the kinematic and multiplicity variables. However, this time the combined458

log-likelihood is used to define the selection criterion.459

5.4 Summary of the validation460

The parametrized response of the Rich and Muon systems is shown to reproduce well461

the dependencies on the kinematic variables providing a powerful tool to assess the462

selection efficiency of new decays useful to define selection strategies including the particle463

identification. The agreement is better in central regions, with probe momentum of few464

tens of GeV/c, a pseudorapidity around 3 and low detector occupancy. Moving towards465

the borders of the parameter space the agreement worsen, possibly because of a reduction466

in the statistics available for the training of the neural networks.467
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6 Resources468

The amount of computing resources used to train and, more importantly, to evaluate the469

models involved in the simulation is a crucial element in the evaluation of the success of470

GAN-supported ultra-fast simulation. Training resources and storage, CPU and memory471

requirements to evaluate the trained models within Gauss are discussed in this Section.472

Note that, at this status of development, no attempt to optimize the neural network473

for speed was put in place, since the effort was focussed on the quality of the agreement474

between data and simulation. While we do not undervalue the importance for a fast475

simulation to be fast, our priority is to gain full control over the training and deployment476

procedures in a unlimited-resources scenario, to proceed then to identify the bottlenecks477

and develop the solutions.478

6.1 Minimum requirements for the training of the models479

At the time of writing, training of Rich GANs requires a server equipped with a Tesla480

P100 GPU running in parallel the training of the four models for about two days; training481

of the isMuon networks requires roughly one hour per particle and per condition on a good482

laptop; training of the Muon GANs requires about one day on a CPU cluster running in483

parallel up to four training programs for different particles and or conditions.484

Training jobs occupy less than 2 GB of RAM, each.485

To get parametrizations for five years of data-taking and two magnet polarities we486

estimate one week is needed with the hardware currently available.487

Optimization of the training procedure may reduce this further, but training time does488

not appear a showstopper, since the parametrizations can be updated relatively rarely.489

6.2 Storage requirements490

Both Rich and Muon generators can be stored on cvmfs as compressed TensorFlow491

SavedModels, occupying about 10 MB per particle type per data-taking condition. We492

estimate therefore that the whole set of conditions and particle type, less than 800 MB will493

be needed. The ongoing simplification of the models, motivated by the need of improving494

the CPU performance, will reduce this number further. We estimate 500 MB to be a495

more reasonable target.496

6.3 CPU requirements for the model evaluation497

Evaluation of the Rich models within the Gauss Job takes roughly 70 ms/event per498

particle type. In a typical simulation job with muons, pions, kaons and protons and499

relative anti-particles present in every event, the timing can sum up to 500 ms/event,500

while for simulation jobs relying on ParticleGun this is usually below 270 ms/event.501

Evaluation of the muon models is unexpectedly faster, requiring roughly 20 ms/event502

per particle type.503

The fact that the timing scales as a constant with the number of particles at fixed504

number of particle types highlights some overhead in the commutation from one TensorFlow505

graph to another, which can be mitigated by compiling the different graphs into a single506
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larger model, speeding up the computation by a large factor. Such a development is507

ongoing and preliminary results show that a speed-up of a factor five is not unreasonable.508

6.4 Memory requirements for the model evaluation509

A detailed memory profile of Gauss when running ultra-fast simulation will be done once510

the status of the development will reach a more stable status. For the moment we verified511

that a ParticleGun job loading the Rich and Muon parametrizations for four particles does512

not exceed 2 GB of allocated RAM. This made us confident that even relying on more513

accurate generators we should not exceed the 4 GB of RAM available on the computing514

nodes of the LHCb Grid.515

Memory consumption of TensorFlow and of the loaded models does not seem to516

represent a showstopper.517

6.5 Summary of resource analysis518

Additional effort to optimize the resource consumption of the neural network models both519

for training and evaluation is envisaged, nonetheless we have not observed any showstopper520

to the adoption of this technology within the LHCb distributed computing framework. In521

the upcoming optimization procedure, priority will be given to the reduction of the CPU522

time which seems to be dominated by an overhead introduced by frequent loads of several523

different TensorFlow models.524

7 Summary and conclusion525

The ultra-fast simulation of the LHCb experiment can effectively rely on parametrizations526

of the detector response based on Artificial Neural Network, including generative models527

trained as Generative Adversarial Networks. A dedicated interface for TensorFlow models528

was develeoped within the Gaudi framework and named GaudiTensorFlow. We have529

discussed the application of this technique to the Particle Identification detectors, in530

order to completement the ultra-fast simulation based on Delphes which is focussing531

on the tracking. The simulated samples display reasonable agreement with data and532

further refinement of the training procedure and network architecture have the potential533

to improve the agreement further. An analysis of the resources needed to train and employ534

these models have not shown any showstopper for the application of neural networks in535

production jobs through the LHCb Grid and the LHCbDirac middleware.536

Next steps include the improvement of the agreement between data and simulation;537

the optimization of the CPU requirements to evaluate the neural networks; and the538

exploration of frameworks indepenendent of Gauss to fully benefit from the TensorFlow539

vectorization and thread scheduling capabilities.540
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